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PART 3: SEARCH & APPLY

START 
YOUR 
SEARCH.
Pay attention to the job description. 
When you read a job description, pay 
close attention to the keywords for 
insight into what kind of practice they 
are and if their core values match 
yours. 

Apply early. 
Timing is everything. Sign up for job 
alerts to help you stay ahead of the 
game. You’ll be among the first to 
know about a job and one of the first 
to apply. 

Apply often. 
Job searching is like dating – the 
more you get out there and engage, 
the faster you will find your best 
match. Even if you aren’t sure about 
the position, it’s always good to 
give someone a try, stay connected 
in the industry and practice your 
interviewing skills.
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PART 3: SEARCH & APPLY

DID YOU KNOW...
DentalPost provides a Continuing 
Education Tracker that sends you alerts 
and reminders so that you never lapse on 
your certifications.

Already have a job?
Dedicate extra time to job searching outside of your regular work week, in which case, that 
may be all you have time for. Plan on it being your second job. It’s a numbers game. 

DentalPost, the nation’s largest dental job board, increases your odds of finding the right 
fit.  

Not currently working?
Consider temping. Temping is a great way to “test drive” a practice and see if you like 
the practice’s production and protocols, as well as their overall vibe and culture. There 
are several advantages to temping as a full-time or part-time career including flexibility, 
control of your career, as well as the independence that comes with being self-employed. 

Keep growing and learning. 
It’s important to stay on top of industry trends and standards by maintaining your 
certifications or getting new ones. Doing so is a sign you are a conscientious care provider 
and lifelong learner. These are very desirable traits in a potential team member.

What You Can Do While Job Searching
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